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Review question(s)
Do offspring born to mothers with diabetes (ODM) in pregnancy have altered body composition in infancy and
childhood, when compared to controls from non-diabetic pregnancies?

Searches
((Gestation* OR Pregnan*)
AND
(Diabet*))
AND
((body composition[MESH]) OR (body composition [All fields]) OR (bioelectrical impedance[MESH]) OR
(bioelectrical impedance [All fields]) OR (total body electrical conductivity) OR (Tomography, X-Ray
Computed[MESH]) OR (Tomography, X-Ray Computed [All fields]) OR (absorptiometry, photon[MESH]) OR
(absorptiometry, photon [All fields]) OR (total body potassium) OR (magnetic resonance imaging[MESH]) OR
(magnetic resonance imaging [All fields]) OR (air-displacement plethysmography) OR (isotope dilution) OR
(skinfold) OR (skin fold))
AND
((Child*) OR (infan*) OR (neonat*) OR (offspring) OR (adolescen*) OR (ped*) OR (paed*))

Types of study to be included
• There are no restrictions on the types of study design eligible for inclusion. All study types reporting body
composition (fat mass, fat free mass, % body fat or skinfold thickness) in ODM and control children will be included.
• Where population based cohorts are identified by the search strategy but outcomes are not reported on the basis of
maternal diabetes, attempts will be made to extract this information for these studies by contacting the data custodian,
in order to reduce effects of publication bias.

Condition or domain being studied
• Diabetes is a common pregnancy complication, affecting up to 5% of pregnancies in the UK (1) and the number of
pregnancies complicated by pre-existing or gestational diabetes is rising.
• Exposure to diabetes in utero has been shown to influence long-term metabolic health, irrespective of type of
maternal diabetes. We have previously published meta-analyses demonstrating greater body mass index and BP in
ODM in childhood compared to healthy controls. Greater adiposity has been implicated as an early marker of adverse
metabolic health. It appears to occur even in newborn ODM with appropriate weight for gestational age and may
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track from infancy into childhood.
• It is unclear whether maternal diabetes type alters body composition in offspring.
• The relative influences of maternal glucose tolerance and maternal obesity on offspring body composition and BMI
are unclear.
• Studies show a possible male predisposition to adiposity in groups at increased risk of type 2 diabetes.
• We therefore propose to conduct a systematic review and meta-analysis of available data on measures of body
composition (fat mass, fat free mass, % body fat or skinfold thickness) in infants and children, in relation to exposure
to maternal diabetes in pregnancy.
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Participants/ population
Outcomes will be evaluated in infants (i.e. <1 year old) and children (i.e. 1-18 years) born to mothers with and
without diabetes in pregnancy. If possible, studies in children will be divided into age group categories; 1-4, 5-10 and
11-18 years, reflecting alterations in fat mass during childhood.
13. Veldhuis JD, Roemmich JN, Richmond EJ, Rogol AD, Lovejoy JC, Sheffield-Moore M, et al. Endocrine control
of body composition in infancy, childhood, and puberty. Endocr Rev. 2005;26(1):114-46.
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Intervention(s), exposure(s)
Maternal diabetes in pregnancy

Comparator(s)/ control
Normal glucose tolerant pregnancies

Context
The review will include all identified studies.

Outcome(s)
Primary outcomes
Difference in fat mass, fat free mass, % body fat and skinfold thickness between infants and children born to mothers
with and without diabetes in pregnancy.
Secondary outcomes
• Difference in outcomes between infants and children born to normal glucose tolerant mothers and mothers with
T1D, T2D and GDM
• Difference in effect size in boys and girls
• Difference in outcomes following adjustment for maternal pre-pregnancy BMI
• Differences with age of offspring
• Differences based on method of body composition measurement

Data extraction, (selection and coding)
• Titles and abstracts (where available) of studies identified from the initial searches will be independently assessed
by two reviewers for possible inclusion. The full texts of all potentially eligible studies that have been identified will
then be appraised by two assessors independently. Where there is disagreement over eligibility for inclusion, this will
be referred to a meeting of all authors. Only studies where both maternal diabetes status and offspring body
composition are reported in the paper will be included in the systematic review and meta-analysis.
• Data will be extracted independently onto a pre-piloted data collection form. The following data will be extracted
for each study: type of study (cross sectional/longitudinal; retrospective/prospective); country of study; study
population, setting and demographics of research subjects (gender, age at study, outcome studied, maternal BMI);
details of exposure (type of diabetes, diagnostic criteria, treatment); inclusion and exclusion criteria; recruitment and
study completion rates; outcome measurements; and adjusted analyses performed (yes/no and factors adjusted for).
Missing data will be requested from study authors.

Risk of bias (quality) assessment
• Review level Bias:
Bias from small study effects will be assessed using funnel plots and Egger’s test; where asymmetry is evident on the
funnel plot a trim and fill analysis will be used. Possible causes for asymmetry, other than publication bias (e.g.
between-study heterogeneity), will also be considered.
• Study level bias:
A modified Newcastle-Ottawa scale will be used to assess methodological quality of each individual study (carried
out independently by 2 assessors, discrepancies to be resolved by group discussion). A subgroup analysis of the
studies scoring at least 5 out of 7 stars will be conducted. Ranked forest plots (on the basis of the score out of 7 that
each study achieves) will be produced for primary outcomes, to allow assessment of study quality on effect size.

Strategy for data synthesis
Data collected will be systematised into a table. All studies identified in the systematic review will be included in the
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table whether or not they are included in the meta-analysis. A narrative description of these studies will be produced.
Where studies are comparable on the basis of study population, intervention and outcome measure, the results will be
pooled in a random-effects meta-analysis, with mean differences, 95% confidence intervals and two sided p-values.
Heterogeneity will be assessed using the Chi-squared test for the Q statistic and calculation of I-squared, an estimate
of the proportion of variance due to between-study heterogeneity. The random effects method will be used as the
default as all studies are observational, however where there is no evidence of heterogeneity (p value from Chisquared test >0.05) and there are at least 5 studies, a fixed effects meta-analysis will also be performed to check the
sensitivity of the conclusions to method choice. Where between-study heterogeneity is very high (I-squared over
80%) and is not explained through differences in study characteristics we will re-consider whether quantitative data
synthesis is appropriate.

Analysis of subgroups or subsets
Meta-regression and subgroup analysis will be used to explore sources of heterogeneity arising from study
characteristics (type of diabetes, gender, age, method of body composition measurement and study quality). Data
from studies adjusting for confounders will be synthesised in a separate meta-analysis to the unadjusted data.

Dissemination plans
The results of this review will be presented at meetings of relevant societies and interest groups. It will be written up
for peer-reviewed publication.

Contact details for further information
Professor Neena Modi
Neonatal medicine, floor 4, lift bank D, Chelsea and Westminster Hospital Campus, Imperial College London, SW10
9NH
n.modi@imperial.ac.uk

Organisational affiliation of the review
Imperial College London
http://www1.imperial.ac.uk/departmentofmedicine/divisions/infectiousdiseases/paediatrics/neonatalmedicine/

Review team
Dr Karen Logan, Imperial College London
Ms Shalini Santhakumaran, Imperial College London
Dr Matthew Hyde, Imperial College London
Dr Chris Gale, Imperial College London
Professor Neena Modi, Imperial College London
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